Top Digital
Designing
Agency
We are the top web design company. We help you in standing out from
your competitors with our impeccable services. We excel at providing
digital solutions to different industries and meeting their needs in the
stipulated time frame.

+353 1 582 0776

www.digitalcentric.ie
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No One Understands Your Business
Needs as We Do
Digital Centric offers creative solutions and dynamic support for all the businesses around the
globe. Our unique branding solutions combined with our comprehensive packages ensure that
all our clients get the best digital designing services in the market, and that is our promise. We
help in connecting the customers on the rational as well as emotional level. We believe in
creating an environment where customers can engage and connect.
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More Than Just a Client,
A Partner.

We onboard the client in the entire process to understand the need of the
business. We keep the client updated on the day-to-day progress of their
project. For us, the satisfaction of the client is crucially important. Be it the
logo, web, app, social, or any digital service. We assure you of the best result
within the agreed time frame.
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How We Stand Out:

One of a kind
Logo:
We believe in one-of-a-kind
logo designs. The logo that we
offer to our clients is different
from what others are offering in
the market. We promise to
deliver 100% unique logos.

100%
Customer
Satisfaction

For us, customer satisfaction
always stays on the top. We
make the perfect logo for your
brand. We provide unlimited
revisions and edits to our
customers. As many as you can
think of!

Affordable
Packages
We offer pricing that is
inexpensive to market. We
provide the maximum value to
our customers for the price they
are paying. We value your
money, and we make sure that
your will love our creative work.
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Ranked in The Top 5

There is a reason why our customer retention rate is higher than
any other agency. We are ranked in the top 5 digital service
agencies. We provide various options to the client to be in a
better position to make their decision. Also, we provide a free
consultation to our clients for maximum satisfaction. Our 24/7
support keeps you updated with your work progress. We help
the brands in narrating their stories and in meeting the needs
for today and tomorrow. We assign the account manager as
per the project needs and requirements.
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Our Customer-Centric Team

Our dedicated team provides 24/7 support to the clients. Our work philosophy
and tireless team efforts are reflected in the relationships we build and maintain
with our customers in which outstanding customer service is guaranteed. We
simply value our customers.
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Portfolio
Website
Design

Logo Design
and
Branding

Video
Animation

Our websites don't only seem to

Our team comprises talented and

Our video department experts

We made them responsive and

strategically on their dedicated

innovative solution to create

be great, but they also perform.
optimized websites for our

respective clients. From the start,
we consider your content

approach, information building,
user-pathways, and how to

design your site to attract more
audience.

skillful logo designers who work
brand. We take a tactical

approach to creating unique

brand identities. Professional logo
designs customized according to
your need, requirement, core
values & characteristics.

use the best technology and

useful yet engaging content that
grabs your desired audience's
attention. Communicate your

message to your audience more
vividly with our animated videos.
We bring the details to the
forefront to avoid any
miscommunication.
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Portfolio
Website
Development

Creative
Writing

Professional
SEO Services

Our team uses cutting-edge

For reaching new heights, you

At Digital Centric, our priority is to

creating customized websites

creative content writer who can

optimization (SEO) services. Being

technology and best practices for
that increase users' engagement.

Moreover, our website developers

and digital strategists keep a keen
eye on the latest trends and

unleash their creativity while
developing the website.

need an experienced and

think out of the box. At Digital

Centric, we offer content writing

services to our respective clients
and help them narrate their

stories through our services. The

brand can speak for itself through
our content writing services.

provide top-notch Search engine
a leading SEO service provider
throughout Ireland, we help
businesses gain potential

customers' attention with out of
the box approach.
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Our Creative Process

In the first step, the client chooses the designing package and listens to the clients' expectation
thoroughly and provide them thorough consultation. We asked several questions to make sure
we are on the same page.

Conceptualization
In this step, we hold
different research and
brainstorm sessions
internally. This step
helps us to come up
with unique and
different ideas. Multiple
options make it easy
for us to opt for the
best design

Final Design &
Revision
In this step, the initial
draft is prepared and
share with the clients
for their feedback. The
feedback is highly
appreciated at Digital
Centric. The client
finalizes the design if
there are no revisions.
If there are revisions,
we are more than
happy to do that.

Final Delivery
After going through
all these stages, the
last step is the final
delivery of the project
for maximum client
satisfaction. The
design is launched
and delivered as per
the requirement and
the agreed time.
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Clients’ Project Overview
1. EPIC DRAMA

Epic Drama offers an unmatched variety of dramatic genres, such as action, adventure, classic literary, real
history, fantasy, politics and power, mystery, war and crime. They are the leading international media company
with a wide range of channels and SVOD portfolio.
Digital Centric created a number of outstanding websites for Epic Drama. Checkout the websites we have
designed for our respective client in the following countries:
Global

epicdrama.eu

Bulgaria

epicdrama.bg

Greece

epicdrama.gr

Czech Republic

epicdrama.cz

Croatia, Hungary

epicdrama.hr

Poland

epicdrama.pl

Romania

epicdrama.ro

Serbia

epicdrama.rs

Slovenia

epicdrama.si

Macedonia

epicdrama.mk

Estonia

epicdrama.ee

Latvia

epicdrama.lv

Lithuania

epicdrama.lt

Other websites

epicdrama.hu
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Clients’ Project Overview
2. TV1000

TV1000 brings together the stories that define the world and shape lives. TV1000 is a group of premium movie
channels broadcasting in the Nordic countries owned by Nordic Entertainment Group.
Digital Centric designed a number of outstanding websites for TV1000. Checkout the websites we have developed
for our respective client in the following countries:

Bulgaria

tv1000.bg

Croatia

tv1000.hr

Romania

tv1000.ro

Serbia

tv1000.rs

Slovenia

tv1000.si
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Look What Our Customers
Say About Us
Extremely Satisfied

The team at Digital Centric is fantastic, got them to do a logo for my business after seeing the
results, I have asked them to develop a web app for my brand and would soon be having them
to manage my entire branding. Great Job

Loved the work the team put in

I wanted someone to help me out in these difficult times to boost my online business, contact
these guys and they really boosted my business. They redesigned my website and created a
really unique logo. Really happy and definitely recommend you give it a go

Remarkable Work!

It's a month ago when I contacted Digital Centric with the recommendation of my cousin, Betty
Douglas. She recommended me to contact them for the website creation, and they had done
an amazing job. All the features they committed with me are successfully integrated into it.

Call Us at
353 1 582 0776

Address

5 Ducart Suite Castletroy
Park Commercial
Campus Plassey Road
Castletroy Limerick
V94Y6FD
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For any Query
sales@digitalcentric.ie

